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Flanagan & Gerard is set for another
ground-breaking year...
With two new mall openings this month, its existing portfolio delivering strong positive
trade and a duo of major developments in the pipeline.
Developing shopping centres which open fully
let, on time and deliver strong trading swiftly and
consistently, has become the hallmark of Flanagan
& Gerard.
Well-known as developers,
Flanagan & Gerard’s property
“Taking a stake in our
investment is less often
developments is integral to
highlighted. However, the
our business model. First,
company is passionate
it displays our confidence
about investment in the
in a development, it also
developments it undertakes.

2012 sees two new gems added to the Flanagan &
Gerard retail chest. The eagerly awaited 43,000m2
Middelburg Mall and 23,000m2 Nicolway
Bryanston.
Since inception Flanagan &
Gerard has developed the
superregional Mall of the
North in Polokwane, Regional
Shopping Centres Paarl Mall,
Vaal Mall in Vanderbijlpark
and Highveld Mall in
eMalahleni, as well as New
Redruth Village in Alberton,
Morningside Shopping Centre
in Sandton, and Bedworth
Centre and Makro both in
Vanderbijlpark. Each being a
noteworthy trading success.
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shows our commitment
to our projects’ continuing
performance. Our retail
developments make sound
financial sense and deliver
as investment-grade assets,”
says Peter Gerard.

With its admirable ability to
keep a development pipeline,
Flanagan & Gerard already has
its next projects lined up, with
a pair of retail developments
scheduled for imminent
announcement.
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Middelburg Mall opens fully let

The fully let 43,000m2 Middelburg Mall regional shopping centre in Mpumalanga
opened its doors on the 19th April, bringing comprehensive, quality shopping to the
growing and ever more affluent consumers of Middelburg and its surrounds.
Developed by Flanagan & Gerard and Moolman
Group, construction of the R500 million shopping
centre took 14 months. It was successfully completed
on schedule.

footwear, sportswear, gifts, furnishings, home décor,
cellular services, health care, restaurants and more.
Middelburg Mall also features comprehensive
banking from all major local banks.

“Middelburg Mall offers the ideal complete shopping
experience for the area. It delivers a compelling, easily
accessible, one-stop shopping experience right to the
doorsteps of Middelburg residents for the first time,”
says Patrick Flanagan of Flanagan and Gerard.

Besides its wide-ranging shopping experience and
top-notch retailers, the mall is designed to be a
real asset for its community - a community sorely
underserviced by retail, until now.

Consumers and retailers alike have welcomed the
shopping centre’s development.
A diverse mix of nearly 100 retailers eagerly invested
in Middelburg Mall, to be closer to their shoppers in
the area. In fact, Jannie Moolman of Moolman Group
explains that demand was so strong the development
was extended by 10,000m2 during its construction
phase to create more space for retailers.
The world-class, modern shopping centre features
some of SA favourite retailers in an impressive
line-up of anchor tenants: Checkers, Woolworths,
Edgars, Pick ‘n Pay and Game. The anchor retailers are
complemented by a full range of fashion, clothing,
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This exciting retail variety is set to attract shoppers
from Middelburg and the entire surrounding region,
including Hendrina, Bethal, Ermelo, Carolina, Kriel,
Groblersdal, Machadodorp, Marble Hall, Waterval
Boven and Dullstroom.
Its superb location, off the busy N4 highway with
access via both the Fontein Street offramp and the
Tswelopele Avenue, and great visibility makes it easily
accessible to all shoppers. Middelburg Mall also offers
generous parking and access to public transport
services.
Inside, Middelburg Mall is a fresh, exciting shopping
experience. It forms easy shopper flows with
visual appeal created by bright high-ceilinged
air-conditioned malls lined with modern, soaring
shopfronts.
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“Middelburg Mall is a world-class shopping mall for the
community of Middelburg a landmark from which the
entire community can benefit and be proud of,” says
Flanagan.
Middelburg Mall also brings the benefit increased
economic prosperity by creating sustainable new
jobs at the shopping centre.
“It is incredibly rewarding to bring this project to a
successful completion and to give the community a
much needed resource which will be instrumental in
keeping valuable retail spend in the area,” reports
Moolman.
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The positive response to Middelburg Mall is little
surprise considering the resounding retail successes
its developers have achieved together. Moolman
Group and Flanagan & Gerard teamed up for the
iconic super-regional Mall of the North in Polokwane
as well as Bedworth Centre in Vanderbijlpark, among
other successful retail projects.
The developers have confirmed this is only the
beginning of superb shopping at Middelburg Mall.
The mall has further built-in expansion potential and
could eventually exceed 55,000m2.
“We continue to receive strong interest from retailers for
space at Middelburg Mall,” notes Flanagan.
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Morningside
Shopping Centre

“Morningside Shopping Centre has well-established
trading patterns and has developed a strong base
of loyal shoppers who are frequent customers of the
centre,” notes Patrick Flanagan.
Flanagan & Gerard remain focused on development
and investment in dominant regional shopping
centres and niche community centres that hold
dominance within a trade area.
Morningside Shopping Centre is a niche, bespoke
community centre with a strong convenience
element. The some 82 shops have been selected for
their unique offering, quality products and personal
service. Shoppers at the centre can enjoy an exciting
mix of high-end fashion, a wide variety of fine dining,
an extensive range of exclusive shops and services
which offer designer gifting and jewellery, health
and beauty, pharmacy, tailoring / dry-cleaning,
photography, medical suites and car-wash to mention
but a few. Grocery shopping is made easy with a
Pick ‘n Pay that trades longer hours than most other
supermarkets, and whose owners take an active role
in the day-to-day running of the business.

Parking is a pleasure, because Morningside Shopping
Centre gives you 1 hour free parking in parking bays
bigger than standard bays. Parking is made easy with
over 650 parking bays to use on three levels of both
open and undercover parking which may be accessed
from the Rivonia and Waggon Road entrances.
Designated bays for disabled customers, as well as
customers on motor cycles are also provided.

Shoppers at the centre can
enjoy an exciting mix of
high-end fashion, a wide
variety of fine dining,
and an extensive range of
exclusive shops and services.

With your infants and children in mind, Morningside
Shopping Centre also has parent/child bathrooms
and baby change-room facilities on the upper and
lower levels, to ensure utmost convenience when
shopping with your little ones. We are one of the
first shopping centres to provide designated family
parking bays, allowing for easy disembarkment for
families with carry cots and prams.
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Highveld Mall
Flanagan & Gerard seem to have their finger on the
pulse of consumer and retailer demands as once
again they have seen that gap in the market as
development of the new wing of Highveld Mall is
just months from opening up with an additional
11 300m2 section with 25 new exciting stores as well
as improved access and more parking, much to the
excitement of management and customers alike.
With every endeavour to minimize the disruption to
current customers visiting the mall as well as tenants,
all remains on schedule to open on the 25th October
2012.
Ease of access between parking areas and stores has
always been top-of-mind for Highveld Mall hence
the mall will be retro-fitting a brand new escalator
directly in front of the Dis-Chem, This vertical
transport, together with yet another set of escalators
and lifts in front of Game and Hi-Fi Corp, will ensure
easy access for shoppers between the covered

parking below and another 25 exciting retailers
above. As well as improving on its retail offering,
Highveld Mall is also improving on its service offering.
Commuters can look forward to upgraded taxi and
bus facilities, while shoppers will be able to enjoy
the benefits of 800 extra parking bays, 500 of which
will be conveniently located undercover in the mall’s
basement, In addition, the extended parking will also
improve internal traffic flows, making Highveld Mall
easier to access than ever before.
A few changes have been made within Highveld
Mall due to its high foot traffic, House and Home
and Incredible Connection will be relocating to
larger premises and Truworths and Identity will be
expanding their stores.
Some of the new stores opening include Volpes a
family run linen store, HI FI Corp and Capitec just to
name a few.

The additional wing of 11 300m2 will
hold 25 new exciting stores as well
as improved access and more parking.
FLANAGAN & GERARD NEWS
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Nicolway Bryanston
Nicolway Bryanston shopping centre opens.
bringing SA consumers a new generation premiumgrade retail experience.
Nicolway Bryanston shopping centre opened 26th
April, fully let, introducing its unique concept of
conveniently stylish everyday shopping to consumers.
The chic 23,000m2 Nicolway Bryanston, in Sandton,
features some 90 shops with a distinctive tenant
mix, combined to create a top-notch, trendsetting
shopping experience for the consumers in the area.
The Rodrigues Group developed Nicolway Bryanston.
Flanagan & Gerard Property Development and
Investment are the appointed development and
leasing managers. The R500 million shopping centre
was funded by Investec Private Banking. Construction
took 14 months, and was completed on schedule by
main contractor WBHO.
“Nicolway Bryanston ushers in a new generation of
premium grade retail centre. It’s designed to provide
convenient, quality shopping with a vibrant new tenant
mix. It creates an exceptional setting, which is both
exciting and relevant to its location and market,” says
Nicolway Bryanston owner Martin Rodrigues of The
Rodrigues Group.
With excellent visibility and access from William
Nicol Drive, the niche community shopping centre
gains maximum benefit from its superb location. It’s
perfectly placed to serve local residents, nearby office
users and is a smart shopping stop for the many
commuters who use this busy arterial. Spread over
two levels, the centre offers generous parking on
both.
“This is all in step with its unique retail,” explains
Patrick Flanagan from Flanagan & Gerard. “Nicolway
Bryanston opted for handpicked retailers and
restaurateurs that epitomise excellent quality and
superb personal service”.
A genuine adventure for foodies, Nicolway Bryanston
offers one of South Africa’s most compelling food
convenience offerings with an exceptional leading
national food retailer line-up. It stars a 3,200m2 new
Woolworths concept store with the largest food
market in Woolworths’ history, a 3,600m2 Checkers
tailor-made for the local market, and a theatre of
shopping and food in a 2,500m2 Food Lovers Market.
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Taking cafe society to a vibrant new level, the exterior
of centre is designed to be a tree-lined street creating
a lively dining avenue. At Nicolway Bryanston you
can choose from the menus of Tashas, Col’Cacchio,
Red Rabbit, Fego, Fishmonger, Food Lovers Café,
Woolworths Café and Turn and Tender.
A highlight of the new centre is its stand-out homedecor zone. Nicolway Bryanston features more than
a dozen desirable home, decor and furniture shops,
inspired by styles from around the world.
Handpicked shopping gems range from Superdry,
Samsonite and Sowearto to le Creuset, Body
Shop and Pimlico. They can be found among bigname retail favourites like Cape Union Mart, Dion
Wired, Dis-Chem, Exclusive Books and Incredible
Connection. Full banking is available from Nedbank,
FNB and Standard Bank, and Absa ATMs.
“Nicolway Bryanston delivers smart, stylish shopping.
The powerful mix of anchor tenants and hand-picked
retailers offer all the ingredients for good living to the
discerning shopper,” says Flanagan. “It is first-rate
shopping”.
Creating an unparallel setting to match the first-rate
experience offered by Nicolway Bryanston’s retailers,
MDS Architecture designed a modern innovative
building, which combines style and function at the
most effective and elegant level.
It also uses environmentally responsible practices.
Harnessing South Africa’s natural resources, natural
light is used to maximum effect at Nicolway
Bryanston – creating a bright, fresh atmosphere that
is also environmentally progressive and cost-effective
to run. Natural ventilation and the clever use of glass
for heating and cooling increase the centre’s energy
efficiency.
“It is incredibly rewarding to bring this project to a
successful completion and to create an exceptional
property which is an asset to the communities it serves.
It will provide a fresh and positive shopping experience
that makes life a little more convenient, and stylish,
for everyone who shops, eats and meets at Nicolway
Bryanston,” says Rodrigues.
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“This is all in step with its unique retail,” explains
Patrick Flanagan from Flanagan & Gerard.
“Nicolway Bryanston opted for handpicked retailers
and restaurateurs that epitomise excellent quality
and superb personal service”.
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The Team

From left to right:
Patrick Flanagan, Paul Gerard, Chris Teague, Peter Gerard, Karyn Southgate, Dominique Drok, Mark Langley,
John Rowberry and Mark Essey not present.
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